
THE DILEMMA OF LIEUTENANT JIMMY CROSS

In Tim O'Brien's â€œThe Things They Carriedâ€• First Lieutenant Jimmy Cross is a 24 year old young man in love with
a girl named Martha, who is thrust into the.

Lieutenant Jimmy Cross is a lieutenant and so he carries a different kind of gun and the responsibility What
there were not told to carry was guilt, or sadness, or emotion, and yet Cross and his soldiers carried all of that
and then some because it was easy to drop an MRE Meal Ready to Eat , and it was easy to accidentally drop
ammunition or to forget a flashlight; but it was never easy to let go of the guilt, sadness, weakness, or strength
that was shared by every soldier. She said in her letter He felt shame. New Testament. At this point the reader
can sense that 1LT Jimmy Cross is at a moral crossroads within himself. Or must he let go of his fantasies and
embrace his responsibilities and in so doing, risk losing his innocence? Different soldiers coped in different
ways: Dave Jensen took vitamins high in carotene, Lt. Retrieved May 8,  Some getting through it and others
did not. It is not until 1LT Cross realized he did not properly mourn the death of his Soldier, Ted Lavender,
because he was consumed with care and love for someone who would never reciprocate, that his uncertainties
become certain. He decides he Cross stands up and returns with a picture of Martha playing volleyball. War is
never an easy thing to talk about, epically those who were involved. Before American Independence the
Colonies used the law to make young, white men serve in the militia, which was comprised of soldiers who
were also civilians. When the uncertainties become certainties a new attitude is given life. He hated himself.
The young soldier keeps saying, "Right hereâ€¦Got to be right here. When his men needed him alert, he was
off in another world with Martha. Sanders says Kiowa must be close. The young soldier is separated from The
soldiers in Vietnam lived by a code of responsibility that was meant to keep them alive. These needs may
increase or become distorted as he or she finds themselves in a life-or-death situation such as war. Soldiers
volunteer for a job of uncertainties, and soldiers are asked to adapt, endure, and accept uncertainties due to one
powerful word: because. After the constitution was adopted Congress left it up to the individual states to judge
on militia matters. He's finished composing the letter to Kiowa's Jimmy Cross vouched that the shooting had
been an accident. In , the Continental Congress suggested to the states that they require men from the militia to
serve in the Continental Army. Necessity can usually be described as something or someone that is needed.
Cross asks if O'Brien Love and Responsibility in War by Angela Jeffery The Vietnam War transformed
civilians into soldiers, boys into men, and it would transform moments of tragedy into moments of clarity.
Despite a desire to follow his convictions and flee to Canada, he feels he would be embarrassed to refuse to
fulfill his patriotic duty and so concedes to fight in Vietnam. New York: Houghton Mifflin,  He knew that just
because she signed her letters love Martha did not mean she was in love with him, but he was hopeful. The
literary inferences, socio-political context, portrayal of various female characters, and their influence on the
male characters truly depict changes in the social perception of gender roles, resulting conflict, and their
outcome for American society.


